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Phrasing

Formal Structure

Musical Features

Formal Tempi

Expressive Tempi 

indications of expressive 
folksong rubato

Texture

Harmony most harmony 
analyzed here is non-
functional, however 
Grainger had a harmonic 
intent when writing the 
parts, so the chords here 
can be studied for their 
textural function

Key Area

Tonal Direction

Rehearsal Strategies

2 measure 
lead-in

first verse 3 measure interlude second 
verse

extension of 
melodic 
resolution

2/4 measure 
of written 
melodic 
rubato- 
elongation

seven 
measure 
interlude

rising action In narrative terms, 
this is the inciting 
incident.

Third verse- the only verse with 3 instead of 
4 phrases.  It functions as a connector or a 
delay of resolution between the g minor and 
Gb Major harmonic goals.

melodic 
elongation/ 
interlude 
(horns)

elision of melodic 
resolution and start 
of five measure 
interlude

climax fourth verse                                             
falling action

elision of melodic 
resolution and 
two measure 
interlude

two measure lead-in fifth verse         
denouement

extension of 
melodic 
resolution

-melodic resolution 
over viØ7 offbeat 
harmony

melodic 
lead-in

3/8 measure 
of written 
melodic 
rubato- 
elongation

descending 
appoggiatura 
motive

3/8 measure 
written 
melodic 
“breath”

3/8 measure 
of written 
melodic 
rubato- 
elongation

3/8 measure 
of written 
melodic 
rubato- 
elongation

3/8 measure 
of written 
melodic 
rubato- 
elongation

3/8 measure 
of written 
melodic 
rubato- 
elongation

3/8 measure 
of written 
melodic 
rubato- 
elongation

descending 
appoggiatura 
motive

melodic 
resolution 
over vi 
offbeat 
harmony

important 
harmonic goal

Chromatically descending harmony lends 
digressive contrast to progressive key area.  
The melody in 5 parallel octaves, dynamics, 
full scoring, and triple tonguing in trumpets 
make this a sonically high-energy section.

3/8 measure 
written 
melodic 
“breath”

five measure 
interlude                  
-melodic resolution 
over viØ7 offbeat 
harmony

important 
harmonic 
goal

Chromatically descending harmony, 
digressive key area, a more 
independent, almost polyphonic 
style, and softer dynamics give this 
section it’s sense of falling action. 

melodic 
resolution over VI 
7 offbeat 
harmony and Db 
pedal

Flowingly 
mislabeled 
quarter =132, 
should be 
closer to eighth 
=132-138 

-Somewhat faster, quarter = about 80 (2nd 
speed)                                                                      
-this tempo adds energy to this section

Slow off 
slightly?  
This 
indication 
has a formal 
function 
(unlike the 
same 
marking in 
m. 42) as it 
negates the 
faster 
tempo in 51 
and links 
this with the 
interlude at 
44

-Slow off         
-increases 
the 
importance 
of this 
important 
harmonic 
goal, a 
formal 
marker

-2nd speed, but waywardly (Tempo 
rubato) quarter = about 76                    
-links this with the post-interlude 
section at 51, but the relatively low 
energy and “wayward” modification 
lend a sense of falling action

1st speed, 
mislabeled 
quarter = about 
132, should be 
closer to eighth 
=132-138 

-Slow off           
-this tempo 
indication is 
both phrasal 
and formal, 
marking the 
final 
melodic 
cadence

Linger In time Slow off slightly Quicken 
slightly

In time waywardly- expressive rubato -Slow off 
lots                   
-phrasal, 
expressive

-canonic           
-light woodwind 
-picc, ob, bsn, 
alt cl

-melody in solo sop 
sax                           
-homophonic              
-add cl rhythmic 
harmony and C 
drone in fl, picc, ob, 
Eb cl, b cl, and st b

layer in 
voices

all parts 
playing in 
49 and 50

all parts playing with horn accentuation densely homophonic                     
quasi polyphonic 

instruments drop 
out gradually

-canon in parallel 
5ths  -similar 
density to 
introduction                
-picc, ob, bsn, Eb cl 
with drone in dbl 
bsn, alt cl, b cl, and 
st baØ7 Ab7 aØ7 Apr 3, 2013 dØ 4/3 aØ7 Ab7 aØ7 cm 4/2 F 6/5 cm 4/2 DM 4/3 - DbM 4/3 DM 4/3 cm 4/2 aØ7 FM 6/5 - dØ 4/3 am a°7 cm - Ab 6/5 abm                  

F pedal
g#°                    
F# pedal

gm gm6 - Bb fm7 BM 4/3 - gm7 gm7 AM 6/4 over D GM7-CM7 FM 4/2 dm7 fm eØ 6/5 em               
with C#

gm                 
with E

GbM 6/5 Bbb7 - Db 4/3 Eb 6/5 - cØ 4/3 F7 - bbm4/2 - Fb Eb 4/3 - Db 
4/3

Eb 6/5 - Db 
6

Eb 7 fm 6/5 Db+(Gb) - 
Db+(Eb) - F 
7

Fb7 - ebm 7 
- ebØ 6/5

Eb 6/5 - G 
4/2

F, C, G - cm 
6/4 - fm 7 - 
Bb 7 - ebm 
9

ebm 9 - G 7 
- Gb 4/3

ebm 4/2 - 
dbm 4/2 - 
Ab+ 6 - Eb 
6/4 (F)

V-I series of 
chords              
fm 7 - Bb 9 
- Eb 9 - Ab 
7

Db/ Gb

c aolean g dorian g dorian c aolean c dorian g dorian g dorian c dorian g aeolian d aeolian g dorian bb aeolian f aeolian f aeolian bb aeolian f dorian                     
bb dorian                 
eb dorian                
ab/db pedal

c dorian             
f dorian             
bb dorian          
ab/db pedal

c dorian             
f dorian             
bb dorian          
ab/db pedal

f dorian                     
bb dorian                 
eb dorian                
ab/db pedal

progressive digressive digressive digressive/ 
summative

Ultimate sonority 
and balance.  
Wind band!

Separate rehearsal time is needed for the 
triple-tongued trumpets, five octave 
melody, and chromatic descending 
harmonies, so these components can listen 
for each other in the turmoil, but also 
understand how the other parts function.

This section requires a similar 
strategy as the last, with each 
constituent part rehearsed 
separately before they are 
combined.  This time there are more 
independent melodies.  

Care should be taken to fine-
tune the texture and balance 
based on the conductor’s aural 
image.  The best strategy is to 
allow the players to hear the 
ideal texture through holding 
notes, playing slowly, or 
experimenting with different 
balances so they will always be 
striving for their own aural model

The offbeat clarinet harmonies 

should be rehearsed seperately 

with a goal of developing a feel 

for the eighth note pulse and the 

various tensions created through 

the harmonic shifts.  Changes of 

notes should come out, and 

listening to the soloist should be 

emphasized.  The C pedal should 

color the texture by being ever-

present, but not distracting.

The soloist should be encouraged to be 

freely expressive within the context of 

the notated part.  The players and 

conductor should make a point to try 

many different approaches to this 

section to build flexibility and 

confidence.  One way to do this is to 

never force a certain interpretation, but 

always be sensitive and open enough 

to go with the music on any given day, 

even in a performance.

Sonorities in this section should be as 

resonant and balanced as possible as 

harmonies are layered in and “pivoted.”  

At least once, the conductor should 

identify and rehearse each step along 

the way of vertical harmony.  Perhaps 

the players can even notate in their 

parts where each important vertical 

harmony is located.  The ensemble 

should hear each harmony so they can 

be listened for in performance.

These two measures 

require individual attention 

as the horizontal 

polyphonic melodic 

cadences coincide and 

lead to a circle of fourths 

vertical harmonic 

progression.

This section requires an 

understanding by the ensemble that 

there are three melodic key areas 

that must be perceived 

simultaneously, so that there is an 

understanding of the balance that is 

needed.  There are no subservient 

parts, so the lower melodies must 

be equal in the balance.


